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Abstract: The paper discusses the state-of-the-art of locomotion systems for ground mobile robots
comprising tracks. Tracked locomotion, due to the large contact surface with the ground, is par-
ticularly suitable for tackling soft, yielding, and irregular terrains, but is characterized by lower
speed and energy efficiency than wheeled locomotion, and lower obstacle-climbing capability than
legged locomotion. Therefore, in recent years academic and industrial researchers have designed
a wide variety of hybrid solutions, combining tracks with legs and wheels. The paper proposes
three possible parallel taxonomies, based on body architecture, track profile, and track type, to help
designers select the most suitable architecture on the basis of the operative necessities. Moreover,
modeling, simulation, and design methodologies for tracked ground mobile robots are recalled.
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1. Introduction

Service robotics is presently one of the fastest-growing technological fields [1]. Never-
theless, while Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV) moving on flat and compact grounds
are already commercially available and widely used to move components and products
inside industrial buildings, the extensive application of ground mobile robots in environ-
ments that are unstructured or structured for humans is a promising challenge for the next
years [2]. The important application fields are agriculture [3,4], planetary exploration [5,6],
reconnaissance in dangerous situations, such as radioactive or chemical contamination [7],
homeland security and military operations [8], demining [9], intervention in case of terrorist
attacks [10], and surveillance [11].

The design of a ground mobile robot is highly multidisciplinary since it involves the
fields of locomotion, perception, cognition, and navigation [12]. Focusing on the mechanical
aspect, ground mobile robots, excluding special-purpose ones for specific environments
and surfaces (e.g., slithering, or adhesive robots) can have wheeled (W), legged (L), or
tracked (T) locomotion, or hybrid combinations of these principles (LW, LT, WT, LWT).
A systematic comparison of these locomotion systems is outlined in [13], in terms of
maximum speed, obstacle-crossing capability, step/stair climbing capability, slope climbing
capability, walking capability on soft terrains, walking capability on uneven terrains,
energetic efficiency, mechanical complexity, control complexity, and technology readiness.

Another work dealing with the classification of mobile robots is [14], in which not
only locomotion is considered, but also perception, cognition, control, and navigation. A
classification based on structural and kinematic properties is presented in [15], although
limited to wheeled robots. In [16], specific chapters are focused on locomotion architectures,
in particular of wheeled robots, snake-like and continuum robots, and limbed systems
(with body, legs, and arms), while other chapters of the same book discuss all aspects
of mobile robotics: sensing and estimation, localization and mapping, motion planning,
modelling and control of legged and wheeled robots, and of multiple robot systems. A
work focused mainly on the mechanics of legged robots is [17], while [18] is more centered
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on control, vision, and navigation techniques. Reviews of path-planning strategies and
control architectures for navigation of mobile robots are presented in [19–21].

In the rest of the paper, the investigation will be limited to the mechanical aspects.
With regard to these, in a nutshell, wheeled robots maximize speed and energetic efficiency,
while legged robots have superior mobility in unstructured environments; tracked robots
are somewhere in the middle, and are particularly suitable for moving on soft and yielding
terrains, thanks to the large contact area with the ground. A very synthetic and qualitative
outline of the locomotion systems’ features is represented in the chart of Figure 1 [13],
where the vertical axis represents the mobility in unstructured environments, and the
horizontal axis represents speed and energetic efficiency. Indicatively, L, T, and W systems
are diagonally placed in the graph, with mobility in unstructured environments inversely
proportional to speed and energetic efficiency, while hybrid combinations aim at filling the
right upper zone, with a combination of the benefits, although limited by the increase of
mechanical complexity that usually implies performance compromises.
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Figure 1. Mobility in unstructured environments vs. speed and energetic efficiency of the possi-
ble hybrid locomotion systems (Adapted with permission from [13], copyright 2012, L. Bruzzone
and G. Quaglia).

In the present paper, in contrast to [13], only locomotion systems involving tracks
are considered (T, LT, WT, LWT), to provide more specific indications and hints in the
conception of systems capable of efficient mobility on irregular, soft, and yielding terrains.

It should be pointed out that there is a vast amount of scientific literature concerning
tracked mobile robots, which cannot be exhaustively quoted or included in the references
for reasons of space. Selected works cited here were chosen to synthetically represent
and compare the main locomotion system architectures involving tracks proposed in the
research and industrial scenarios.

2. Classifications of Tracked Locomotion Systems

Tracked locomotion systems can be classified in many different ways. Considering the
functional features, the most evident classifications can be based on:

• Body architecture: non-articulated/articulated, type of articulation (Section 3);
• Track profile: constant profile, passively or actively deformable profile (Section 4);
• Track type: continuous, mechanical, and omni-tracks (Section 5).
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In principle, these classifications are independent, and it is possible to associate any
type of body with any type of track. This suggests using different taxonomies in parallel
instead of a single taxonomy with one root node. Nevertheless, analyzing the state-of-
the-art of tracked robots, it is possible to observe that more complex bodies are usually
associated with simpler tracks, while more complex tracks are associated with simpler
bodies, since the operative flexibility is generally obtained by only one design aspect, to
avoid excessive mechanical complexity.

3. Classification of Body Architectures of Tracked Robots
3.1. Body of a Tracked Robot: Definition and Classes

In the following, the body of a tracked ground mobile robot (TGMR) will be considered
as the set of all its mechanical parts, excluding the tracks, the rotating members which
support the tracks (sprockets, idler sprockets, and carriers), the wheels, if present, and other
internal mechanisms hosted in the robot’s main body, such as the rotating members of
actuators, gearboxes, and translating devices which shift the position of some components.
TGMRs can have a non-articulated body (TGMRs-NA) or an articulated body (TGMRs-A)
(Figure 2).
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3.2. Ground Mobile Robots with Tracks, Non-Articulated Body

The category of TGMRs-NA is very widespread. Many small-scale TGMRs equipped
with two tracks performing differential steering are available on the market for surveillance
and inspection tasks; an example is the Trackbot by Inspectorbots ([22], the TGMR-NA-T
in Figure 2). The benefits of this architecture are its extreme mechanical simplicity, and
the consequent reliability and ease of control. Moreover, if the robot is symmetric with
the tracks thicker than the robot body (as for the Trackbot), and has no payload mounted
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externally, it can operate even after a capsize. The main limitation of TGMRs-NA is their
limited capability of overcoming high obstacles, steps, and stairs: to start the climbing
maneuver, the height of the obstacle at the initial contact point must be lower than the
track radius, even if this condition is not strictly mandatory, depending on the friction
conditions and on the position of the robot’s center of gravity. Therefore, some researchers
have proposed an internal mechanism to shift the longitudinal position of the robot’s
center of gravity, improving the step climbing capabilities [23] (Dyjob robot, Figure 3); the
obvious drawback is the weight increase and the reduction of the internal room for hosting
the payload.
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The TGMRs-NA scheme can be modified with the addition of retractable wheels,
giving rise to hybrid wheel-track architectures (TGRMs-NA-WT), capable of faster wheeled
locomotion whenever tracks are not required. An example is the TGMR-NA-WT in
Figure 2 [24]; this symmetric robot can switch locomotion mode by extracting four wheels
on both sides of its body thanks to an actuated slider, achieving full operativity after a cap-
size and maximum maneuverability, with yaw axis mobility, on flat and compact grounds.

3.3. Ground Mobile Robots with Tracks, Articulated Body

With regard to tracked robots with articulated body (TGMRs-A), we can distin-
guish among:

• TGMRs with passive articulated body (TGMRs-A-P), in which all the degrees of
freedom of the body are passive;

• TGMRS with active/passive articulated body (TGMRs-A-AP), in which some degrees
of freedom of the body are actuated while other are passive;

• TGMRS with active articulated body (TGMRs-A-A), in which all the degrees of free-
dom of the body are actuated.

The TQTMR (Tiltable Quad-Tracked Mobile Robot) is an example of TGMR-A-P ([25],
the TGMR-A-P in Figure 2); this robot consists of four driving tracks, connected to two
rocker links by two-degrees-of-freedom (pitch-roll) passive joints. Such a configuration
is effective in terms of traction, maneuverability, and adaptability to terrain unevenness,
while maintaining low control complexity.

An example of a TGMRs-A-AP is Gunryu ([26], the TGMR-A-AP in Figure 2), charac-
terized by two tracked modules connected by an arm mechanism. The arm mechanism is
composed of two links connected by a revolute joint with elastic return force, and joined
to the two tracked modules respectively by one spherical and one universal joint, for a
total of six passive degrees of freedom between the two module bodies. Moreover, the two
tracks of each module can be actively tilted with respect to the module body in opposite
directions by means of a wired system, for a total of six actuated degrees of freedom (two
track motors and one track-tilting motor for each module). Experimental tests show that
the stability and climbing capability over irregularities and obstacles increase with respect
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to a single module, albeit sacrificing maneuverability. Moreover, this design is modular,
with many possible passive articulations between the tracked modules, for example in
serpentine or quadruped configurations [26].

The active articulation of the body (TGMRs-A-A) can be obtained by different ap-
proaches. A possible biologically-inspired design leads to snakelike tracked robots (TGMRs-
A-A-SL), suitable for inspection in narrow spaces. Some researchers have proposed snake-
like tracked robots endowed with a single peripheral track rotating around a vertebral
column, which can bend actively in the horizontal plane for steering, and actively or
passively in the vertical plane to adapt to ground unevenness. Examples are the FMT
(Flexible Mono-Track) [27] and SnakeTrack ([28], the TGMR-A-A-SL in Figure 2). The main
hindrances to the development of this design concept are the reliability of the guidance
of the track when the vertebral column is steered, and the difficult placement of cameras
for vision and navigation. To solve the last issue, in the SnakeTrack the track modules are
characterized by central holes which allow intermittent vision while the track rotates.

Another possible approach for composing snakelike robots is to put tracked modules
in series. For example, the modular robot proposed in [29] is characterized by a high
number of actuated degrees of freedom to allow a flexible adaptation to a given terrain, but
it requires very complex controls. Moreover, a general limitation of snakelike tracked robots
is their inability to perform yaw rotations, and to follow trajectories with sharp edges.

Besides snakelike tracked robots, which are relatively rare, TGMRs with active articu-
lated body (TGMRs-A-A) can be divided into:

• Hybrid leg-track robots (TGMRs-A-A-LT);
• Hybrid leg-wheel-track robots (TGMRs-A-A-LWT);
• TGMRs with active modular body (TGMRs-A-A-M).

In the first case, the legs can be tracked extensions of the robot main body (TGMRs-A-
A-LT-TOL, Tracks On Legs) or non-tracked and connected to the main frame (TGMRs-A-A-
LT-TOF, Tracks On Frame). The TGMRs-A-A-LT-TOL category includes many commercial
realizations for homeland, military, or surveillance applications. Examples are the PackBot,
with two tracked swing extensions (flippers) on the front [30], or other general-purpose
tracked platforms with double (front and rear) flippers [31,32]. For instance, the Quince
GMRs (Figure 4) are characterized by four front and rear tracked rotating legs (double
flippers), and have been adopted for unmanned exploration missions inside the buildings
of the Fukushima nuclear power plant [33]. Architectures with active flippers are widely
used due to their relatively simple mechanics, with higher obstacle crossing capability and
operative flexibility, and without a significant increase of control complexity with respect
to TGMRs-NA, thus allowing easy man-in-the-loop navigation.

In other more complex TGMRs-A-A-LT-TOL configurations, the tracks are placed on
the end links of articulated legs with more than one degree of freedom. For instance, the
quadruped robot TALBOT [34] (Figure 4) is characterized by four legs with three degrees
of freedom each (hip, knee, ankle) and tracked end links, for a total of 16 active degrees of
freedom, thus allowing static walking capabilities for obstacle crossing.

In some other examples of TGMRs-A-A-LT-TOLs, the active articulated body has not
only locomotion purposes but realizes a simple retractable robotic arm that can be used
both to help the robot in overcoming obstacles and to grasp objects [35]. In other more
sophisticated humanoid robots belonging to the TGMRs-A-A-LT-TOL category, the tracked
legs can be used to vary the vertical position of the trunk, increasing the workspace of the
arms ([36], the TGMR-A-A-LT-TOL in Figure 2).

As already mentioned, the second subcategory of TGMRs-A-A-LTs is represented
by tracked robots in which the operative flexibility is augmented by means of additional
legs connected to the main frame (TGMRs-A-A-LT-TOF). For example, the hexapod robot
presented in [37] (the TGMR-A-A-LT-TOF in Figure 2) is equipped with six four-degrees-of-
freedom legs and two differential steering tracks, and is designed to traverse wide gaps;
moreover, a quadruped gait involving only the front and rear legs can be adopted, while
using the two middle legs to pick and carry objects under the robot body.
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When wheels are also added to the hybrid locomotion system, giving rise to the
TGMRs-A-A-LWT category, the design objective is to exploit the speed, energetic efficiency,
and maneuverability of wheeled locomotion on flat and compact grounds. An example
is the Kylin robot, derived from a double flipper robot with the addition of idle wheels at
the four flipper ends, and of two actuated wheels whose axes are fixed to the two front
flippers [38]; depending on the flipper angles, the robot can be suspended on the tracks or
on four wheels (two actuated and two idle, for differential steering). Also, the WheTLHLoc
robot [39] (the TGMR-A-A-LWT in Figure 2) belongs to the TGMRs-A-A-LWT category,
having two tracks for differential steering and two rotating legs with actuated wheels at
their ends; moreover, two idle omni wheels are placed on the robot’s rear. The robot has
three locomotion modes: purely wheeled, remaining suspended on the actuated wheels and
one omni-wheel, for higher speed and range, purely tracked, and, finally, a mixed mode
in which, combining the motion of legs, wheels, and tracks, the robot can climb obstacles,
steps, and stairs higher than the robot itself. Moreover, the robot is fully symmetric and can
continue operating after a capsize.

The fourth subcategory of TGMRs-A-A is represented by tracked modules connected
by a mechanism comprising actuated and passive joints, realizing a parallel kinematics
system (TGMRs-A-A-M). In [40] a multi-robot system, composed of tracked modules
connected by a parallel manipulator capable of carrying a payload is proposed (the TGMR-
A-A-M in Figure 2). Even if interesting from a scientific point of view, such solutions don’t
seem to have real advantages compared to simpler and more compact architectures in
terms of operative flexibility.

4. Classification of Track Profiles

Considering the track profile, TGMRs can be divided into three categories (Figure 5):

• TGMRs with constant profile of the tracks (TGMRs-CP);
• TGMRs with passively deformable profile of the tracks (TGMRs-PDP);
• TGMRs with actively deformable profile of the tracks (TGMRs-ADP).
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Let us note that even the track profile of robots belonging to the first category (TGMRs-
CP) is not exactly constant, due to the unavoidable deformations of the tracks subject to
gravity, contact forces with the terrain, and internal reactions (contacts with sprockets, idler
sprockets, and carrier rollers). Nevertheless, the track supporting structure is designed to
keep its shape constant, maintaining invariant the gross track profile. On the contrary, in
the other two categories, the large variations of the track profiles, based on deformations
in the geometry of the track-supporting structure, are functional features planned in the
design phase. Most tracked robots belong to the TGMRs-CP category; for example, all the
robots shown in Figure 2 are TGMRs-CP.

An example of TGMRs with passively deformable tracks (TGMRs-PDP) is discussed
in [41]. In this robot (the upper TGMR-PDP in Figure 5), the carrier rollers are held by
bio-inspired mechanisms, giving rise to compliance of the track profile, with benefits in
terms of traction, obstacle climbing capabilities, and shock absorption; a similar solu-
tion is proposed in [42] (the lower TGMR-PDP in Figure 5), adopting slightly different
suspension mechanisms.

While in TGMRs-PDP, the deformation of the track is determined by the distribution
of the interaction forces between tracks and terrain, in TGMRs with actively deformable
tracks (TGMRs-ADP), the shape change is commanded by actuators. There are two possible
approaches to varying the track shape: with the first approach (TGMRs-ADP-E) the length
of the track varies thanks to its elasticity; with the second approach (TGMRs-ADP-NE), the
track profile varies but the track does not undergo macroscopic elongations.

An example of a TGMR-ADP-E is discussed in [43] (the TGMR-ADP-E in Figure 5).
This robot is characterized by two wheels with a peripheral elastic track. In wheeled
locomotion mode, the tracks adhere to the wheels. Each wheel has an internal four-link
mechanism, actuated by self-locking worm gear motors, carrying two carrier rollers. When
it is required to enable tracked locomotion, the two four-bar mechanisms move the carrier
rollers outside the wheel profile, lengthening the elastic track. Moreover, both the track
profile and the position of a rotating tail can be tuned depending on the obstacles to be
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climbed (Figure 5). This hybrid locomotion architecture has been demonstrated to be
effective and reliable and has practical military and inspection applications.

An example of a TGMR-ADP-NE is presented in [44]; this robot is characterized by
two differential-steering tracks, and each track is equipped with a rotating flipper that
carries an idle wheel. The flippers are variable-length, elastically loaded, and keep the
tracks properly tensioned independently of the flipper angle, maintaining constant the
track length. The flipper angle is controlled in order to change the track shape: flat and
longer to maximize the contact surface on soft terrains, triangular with variable front angle
to face different obstacles.

The hybrid wheel-track robot proposed in [45] is another example of a TGMR-ADP-NE
(Figure 5). It is characterized by two wheels and one track on each flank. Each track is
supported by sprockets carried by a foldable articulated mechanism with a parallelogram
outer shape. Acting on this articulated mechanism, the tracks can be folded, enabling
wheeled locomotion, or unfolded for climbing obstacles, steps, and stairs.

The architecture proposed in [46] for stair climbing is a TGMR-ADP-NE characterized
by a single track on each side, even if the robot body is divided into two parts connected by
a revolute joint; therefore, the contact between tracks and sprockets must be maintained by
an upper guidance system, thus losing symmetry for full operativity after a capsize.

5. Classification of Track Types

On the basis of track realization, TGMRs can be classified as (Figure 6):

• TGMRs with continuous tracks (TGMRs-CT);
• TGMRs with modular tracks (TGMRs-MT);
• TGMRs with omni tracks (TGMRs-OT).
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Rubber continuous tracks are indeed the most widespread for robotic applications.
For small-scale TGMRs, rubber continuous tracks without internal braiding are acceptable
since the longitudinal structural stresses are small; moreover, their application is mandatory
for TGMRs with actively deformable elastic tracks (TGMRs-ADP-E, Section 4). For heavier
TGMRs, rubber tracks with textile or steel internal braiding are adopted, technologically
similar to the tracks of small excavators and tracked vehicles. Continuous tracks have
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several advantages: extreme robustness to shocks and impacts, very good traction on soft
and yielding terrains, and optimum capability of operating on sandy and muddy grounds.

Rubber continuous tracks are usually characterized by protrusions to increase traction
on soft and irregular terrains; sometimes flat continuous tracks are adopted to join two
functions: locomotion and compacting of bulk materials. For instance, in [47] a special-
purpose service tracked robot is presented, capable of moving inside a truck container, and
rolling over flax raw material to compress it, increasing its bulk density (Figure 7 left).
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With regard to modular tracks, composed of modules connected by revolute joints,
heavy vehicles usually adopt steel tracks, while for small robots the most common realiza-
tion is based on high-strength plastic materials. Compared to rubber continuous tracks,
the robustness to shocks and impacts is lower and there is a higher risk of locking on
sandy and muddy terrains; on the other hand, the motion resistance due to the internal
friction of the tracks is usually lower, and mounting and dismounting for maintenance is
easier. Therefore, plastic modular tracks are usually adopted for small-size and lightweight
TGMRs, as in [39], in which the structural resistance is not critical, to maximize the energetic
efficiency. Nevertheless, there are examples of applications of modular tracks to larger
TGMRs, such as the MAXXII, a mid-sized robot (length: 1 m, width: 0.7 m, mass: 40 kg,
Figure 6), used for soil characterization through its passive suspension system, which is
used as sensing device ([48], the TGMR-MT in Figure 6).

Sometimes, the modular realization allows the development of special-purpose tracks,
tailored for particular applications. For instance, in [49] a small lightweight robot
(186 × 125 × 51 mm, 200 g) with biologically-inspired spined track modules is proposed;
to detach the spines from the surface, a mechanism is introduced to imitate the foot at-
taching and detaching movements of insects. The experimental tests have shown that the
robot is capable of climbing on sandpaper, brick, coarse stucco, and pebble walls. Also,
the robot proposed in [50] is small and lightweight (330 × 170 × 80 mm, 860 g), and
has been designed using a biomimetic approach. It can climb concrete and brick walls
using tracked-spines arrays located around the tracks. The robot uses a combination of the
crank-link mechanism and gear transmission to control the tracked spines on both sides of
the robot to grasp the asperities, climbing almost vertical walls.

Another very specific application of tracked robots with modular tracks is internal
pipe climbing and inspection. For instance, in [51] a robot with three parallel track modules
placed at 120◦ with axial symmetry around the robot’s longitudinal axis is discussed.
During operation, an adequate contact force between the tracks and the internal pipe
surface is granted by radial springs carrying the track modules. The operativity of this
robot is evidently limited to a strict range of the pipe diameters. On the contrary, other
robots for pipe inspection, equipped with magnetic modular tracks, can operate in larger
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pipes with different diameters, but obviously only in ferromagnetic material. For instance,
the robot presented in [52] is equipped with two parallel tracks properly articulated to
adapt to different pipe diameters and to improve maneuverability (Figure 7 right). In
any case, pipe inspection robots are usually designed for this particular environment, and
even if they can walk over different terrains, they cannot be considered general-purpose
inspection platforms.

The third category based on track type is represented by TGMRs with omnidirectional
tracks (TGMRs-OT), which can be further divided into robots with passive (TGMRs-OT-P)
or active (TGMRs-OT-A) omnidirectional tracks. The functioning principle of omnidirec-
tional tracks is similar to the one of omnidirectional wheels of Mecanum wheels [53]. A
robot equipped with Mecanum wheels is holonomic, therefore the number of controlled
degrees of freedom is equal to the number of degrees of mobility in the plane. This is
particularly useful when the robot is required to operate in very limited spaces, moving
in any direction. For instance, forklifts and transport robots with Mecanum wheels are
adopted in storage facilities and production halls in which the organization of the spaces
is of fundamental importance. On the other hand, Mecanum wheels also have consid-
erable drawbacks. First of all, they have to operate preferably on flat, even, and clean
surfaces. Moreover, their resistance to shocks and impacts is limited. Some researchers
have proposed hybrid combinations of Mecanum wheels and tracks [54] (the TGMR-OT-P
in Figure 6), realizing multidirectional tracks which have the same maneuverability advan-
tages of the Mecanum wheels robot and better traction on uneven terrains, shock resistance,
and capability of carrying loads, thanks to the higher number of rollers in contact with the
terrain, and to the elasticity of the tracks. Nevertheless, due to the presence of rollers, the
TGMRs-OT-P have still operative limitations in harsh environments.

An example of a TGMRs-OT-A is discussed in [55] (the TGMR-OT-A in Figure 6).
Its architecture is characterized by two crawlers with a circular section; these crawlers
have active rolling axes aligned with the longitudinal axis of the robot, to perform sideling
motion whenever necessary while maintaining a large contact surface for motion on soft
and yielding terrains. Even if there are no rollers directly in contact with the terrain as in
TGMRs-OT-P, this locomotion system still suffers limitations due to the complex mechanical
design of the crawlers.

6. Design Methodologies for Tracked Ground Mobile Robots
6.1. Modelling and Simulation of the Dynamic Behavior of TGMRs

The design of a tracked ground mobile robot has some peculiar aspects related to
the functioning principle of the tracks, which are deformable bodies for TGMRs-CT, or
composed of a closed chain of several rigid links connected by joints for TGMRs-MT and
TGMRs-OT, and are in contact with the ground, which can have a wide range of properties,
from firm surfaces to soft and yielding terrains.

In the scientific literature, there are many works about the dynamic modeling of the
track–terrain interaction, oriented to the prediction of the motion of TGMRs given the
terrain properties and the track velocities, which can be profitably exploited in the early
design phases. While for wheeled robots the contact areas with the ground are relatively
small with respect to the robot dimensions, for TGMRs the contact surface with the ground
is remarkable, and macroscopic skidding is unavoidable during steering (skid steering).
The mechanics of skid steering has attracted great interest over the last decades, with the
pioneering works of Steeds [56], and the subsequent studies by Weiss [57], Crosheck [58],
Kitano and Jyozaki [59], Ehlert et al. [60], which provided the analytical models used as the
basis for the numerical simulations of the turning behavior of tracked vehicles.

In [61] a general theory for skid steering on firm ground is discussed, which shows a
close agreement with experimental results. In [62] a simulation methodology for tracked
vehicles on sandy terrain is discussed, capable of predicting sinkage, slip ratios, and
turning radius.
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When it is required to simulate the motion of a TGMR with a complex arrangement of
the tracks and/or operating on irregular grounds and obstacles, it is unavoidable to adopt
a numerical multibody approach. RecurDyn is often used as multibody package for the
simulation of tracked vehicles and robots due to the availability of dedicated tools [63,64].
Another possible simulation approach, discussed in [65], exploits a high number of virtual
wheels in the Gazebo environment to approximate track behavior.

Considering general simulation tools for mobile robotics, a survey and comparative
study of Carmen, Player-Stage-Gazebo, Open Dynamics Engine, and Microsoft Robotics
Developer Studio is presented in [66]. In particular, the combined use of Gazebo and of
Robotic Operating System (ROS) for mobile robotics in research and education is very
widespread and extensively discussed in the scientific literature [67–69].

The discussion of these modeling and simulation techniques, capable of assessing the
motion capabilities of tracked robots in order to reduce the number of physical prototypes
necessary to converge to the final design, is beyond the scope of this paper. However, the
next Section summarizes the most widespread empirical models and methods used in the
preliminary design of tracked systems to evaluate their motion resistance.

6.2. Motion Resistance of Tracks

The sizing of tracks (length, width) and of their motors on the basis of vehicle mass
and desired performance is the most peculiar issue in the design of a tracked vehicle. This
sizing must consider the features of the range of terrains on which the vehicle has to operate,
adopting a proper terramechanics model.

The total motion resistance of a tracked vehicle, which has to be overcome by the
actuators, is the sum of three terms:

• The resistance Rt due to the interaction between tracks and terrain;
• The resistance Rin due to the internal friction of the tracks;
• The resistance Re due to the external forces acting on the vehicle.

6.2.1. Motion Resistance Due to the Track–Terrain Interaction

The most widespread method to evaluate the interaction forces between tracks and
ground is the Bekker model [70]. According to this approach, the track–terrain contact is
assumed to be similar to a rigid footing; the deriving pressure–sinkage relationship allows
to estimate the track sinkage and subsequently the motion resistance. For a track with
uniform contact pressure, the sinkage z0 is given by:

z0 =

(
p

kc/b + kφ

)1/n
=

(
W/bl

kc/b + kφ

)1/n
(1)

where: p is the normal pressure; W is the normal load on the track (usually the portion
of robot weight supported by the considered track); b and l are the width and length of
the track; kc, kφ , and n are characteristic parameters of the yielding terrain, available in the
scientific literature [71]. Using Equation (1), it is possible to calculate the work necessary to
compact the terrain while the robot goes forward, obtaining the compaction resistance Rc:

Rc = b
(

kc

b
+ kφ

)
zn+1

0
(n + 1)

(2)

Another component of the motion resistance is the so-called bulldozing resistance,
due to the presence of yielding terrain in front of the track; the bulldozing resistance Rb can
be calculated employing the following expression [72]:

Rb = b
(

0.67 · c · z0 ·
(

N′c − tan φ′
)

cos2 φ′ + 0.5 · z2
0 · γs ·

(
2N′γ
tan φ′

+ 1
)

cos2 φ′
)

(3)
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where: c is the terrain cohesion [Pa]; γs is the specific weight of the terrain [N/m3], N′c
and N′γ are the Terzaghi’s modified bearing capacity factors, which are functions of the
internal friction angle of the terrain φ according to the empirical relationships represented
in Figure 8; the angle φ′ can be obtained by the following formula [72]:

tan
(
φ′
)
=

2
3

tan(φ) (4)
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Finally, the overall motion resistance due to the track–terrain interaction for a robot
with n tracks can be obtained by summing the compaction and bulldozing resistances of
each track:

Rt =
n

∑
1
(Rc,i + Rb,i) (5)

6.2.2. Motion Resistance Due to the Internal Friction of the Tracks

The internal friction effects of the tracks obviously depend on the detailed design of
tracks, drive sprockets, idler sprockets, upper and lower rollers (if present), and bearings.
As a consequence, an accurate evaluation of this resistance term requires a complex me-
chanical modeling or an experimental evaluation, if a preliminary prototype is available.
For example, it is possible to perform tests on flat and compact ground, in order to have
negligible Rt. Another option, suitable only for a rough estimation, is the empirical formula
proposed by Bekker [70]:

Rin = m(0.222 + 0.0108 · v) (6)

where Rin is the motion resistance [N] due to the internal friction of the tracks, m is the
vehicle mass [kg] and v is the vehicle speed [m/s].

6.2.3. Motion Resistance Due to the External Forces

If the robot is not interacting with the environment during locomotion, for example by
means of a robot arm, the motion resistance due to the external forces can be computed
as the sum of the component of the weight acting in the motion direction and of the
inertial forces:

Re = mg · sin(α) + meqa (7)

where α is the terrain slope and a is the robot acceleration; the equivalent mass meq is the
sum of the robot mass m and of the equivalent mass of the robot rotating bodies, obtained
by kinetic energy equivalence. The equivalent mass meq is usually very close to m and can
be approximated to it.

6.2.4. Overall Robot Motion Resistance

Using the previously discussed equations it is possible to select the main dimensions
of the tracks (b, l), and to estimate the required torque and power of the track motors.
Obviously, the detailed design of the tracks directly influences Rc and Rb, but also the
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internal friction resistance Rin and the vehicle mass m. Consequently, resistance Re is
also indirectly influenced by b and l. Overall, these mutual relations among the vehicle
characteristic parameters imply the need for a recursive design approach.

The two resistance components which are directly related to the track dimensions and
to the terrain features are Rc and Rb. Figure 9 shows the sinkage z0 and the track–terrain
motion resistance Rt, which is the sum of the compaction and bulldozing resistance, as
functions of b and l, for one track of a two-tracked symmetrical robot with overall mass
m = 40 kg. The considered terrain is dry sand characterized by the following parameters:
kc = 0.99 kN/mn + 1, kφ = 1528 kN/mn + 2, n = 1.1, c = 1.04 kPa, N′c = 16.5, N′γ = 5, φ = 28◦,
and γs = 17,800 N/m3.
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It is possible to note that, as intuitive and evident from Equation (1), the sinkage
decreases when the track width and length increase, and consequently also the terrain
resistance decreases. The sensitivity to l is higher than the sensitivity to b. On the other
hand, increasing b and l too much can be inconvenient for the overall vehicle dimensions;
moreover, this increases the vehicle mass and consequently the resistance Re. Therefore, it
is necessary to find a proper design trade-off, reaching a suitable compromise among these
conflicting requirements.

7. Conclusions

In the fast-growing and quickly evolving field of service robotics, tracked ground
mobile robots are attracting the attention of many researchers in the industrial and aca-
demic worlds. Tracked locomotion is particularly suited for soft and yielding terrains, but
by adopting hybrid solutions, the range of profitable applicability of crawlers is greatly
extended. The aim of this review is to outline the state-of-the-art of locomotion systems
for TGMRs with a systematic approach, proposing three possible parallel taxonomies,
respectively based on body architecture (Section 3), track profile (Section 4), and track
type (Section 5), in order to help designers select the most suitable solution for the specific
operative requirements.

The first taxonomy, based on the body configuration (Figure 2), first splits TGMRs into
two categories, those with a non-articulated body (TGMRs-NA) and with an articulated
body (TGMRs-A). TGMRs-NA are widely used for their mechanical and control simplicity
and reliability, especially in the simplest, purely tracked realization (TGMRs-NA-T, [22]),
while hybrid wheel-track solutions (TGMRs-NA-WT, [24]) have better maneuverability
and range on compact grounds, but lower room for payload and greater weight. TGMRs-A
can have a fully passive articulated body (TGMRs-A-P), a fully actuated articulated body
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(TGMRs-A-A), or a combination of passive and active degrees of freedom (TGMRs-A-AP).
The most widespread architecture, which belongs to the TGMRs-A-A-LT-TOL subcategory
(hybrid leg-track, with tracks on legs) is characterized by tracked rotating legs (flippers)
to increase the obstacle climbing capability [30]; another trend is to use rotating legs with
wheels placed at their ends to obtain hybrid leg-wheel-track architectures (TGMRs-A-A-
LWT), with the benefits of wheeled locomotion, while maintaining simple mechanics and
control [38,39].

Considering the second taxonomy (Figure 5), the track profile can be constant (TGMRs-
CP), passively deformable (TGMRs-PDP), or actively deformable (TGMRs-ADP). TGMRs-
CP are the most widespread for their simplicity, especially for small-scale realizations in
which the structural resistance is less critical [22]. On the other hand, TGMRs-PDP are
frequently larger, with passive suspension systems to filter impacts with obstacles and
irregularities and to improve traction [42]. TGMRs-ADP solutions usually enable the switch
from wheeled to tracked locomotion [43,45].

Regarding the third taxonomy (Figure 6), TGMRs can have continuous tracks (TGMRs-
CT), modular tracks (TGMRs-MT), or omni tracks (TGMRs-OT). TGMRs-CT are undoubt-
edly the most widespread, especially for medium to large scale realizations, for the better
structural features of the continuous tracks. Nevertheless, the modular realization of the
tracks allows to accomplish specific functions, for example wall climbing with bio-inspired
spines [49], or pipe inspection with magnetic tracks [52]. Omni tracks [54,55] are quite
rarely adopted for their high mechanical complexity and low resistance to shocks.

In Section 6 the modeling and simulation methodologies for TGMRs, and some widely
used empirical methods for the preliminary design of tracks are briefly summarized.

The present paper is focused exclusively on the locomotion systems of TGMRs, in-
dependently of the rest of the robot body, which can have very different functions and
levels of complexity, from simple transport of environmental sensors and cameras [22,43]
to manipulation with dexterous anthropomorphic arms and hands [36], and providing
locomotion ability to disabled people [73].
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